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Bestselling author and avid hunter Steve Chapman (A Look at Life from a Deer Stand, more than

280,000 copies sold) teams up with his wife, Annie, to offer delicious recipes for wild game, along

with complementary side dishes and desserts. Sprinkled among the more than 190 recipes are hints

for preparing wild game, cooking tips, hunting quotes from Steveâ€™s popular books, and wildlife

line drawings.Readers will discover tasty and creative recipes for cooking all types of game,

including:deerelkmoosebearturkeypheasantgrousealligatorfishWhether experts or novices in the

kitchen or at the barbecue, readers will find new and exciting adventures for their taste buds.
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For many people wild game is a very rare experience, even in a restaurant, yet it need not be. More

and more supermarkets or specialist food stores have game available for the ever-demanding

customer. If you live in the country things get a lot easier - you just need to ask around or, perhaps,

'fetch' it yourself.Assuming you have your game then the challenge might be what to do with it. It

can be a shame to shoehorn it into a conventional dish. A little bit of thought ahead of time and a

little bit of work can yield dividends. Enter this book - a total cornucopia for game-lovers. From the

get-go you can sense that thought has been placed in this book. Take the binding: spiral. No more

having to bend the book open whilst consulting it in the kitchen. The book itself is practically ordered

so you can directly focus on the information that you require for the animal you have possibly in

front of you. Whilst it can be nice to browse, sometimes you just need the information NOW.The

book is split into eight main parts: the first four are the key ingredients - big game (venison, elk,

moose, caribou, antelope, bear, bison, wild boar & javelina); small game (raccoon, squirrel & rabbit);



fowl (turkey, quail, pheasant, duck & dove) and fish & other aquatics (red snapper, cobia, salmon,

trout, catfish, walleye, bass, bluegill, frog, turtle & alligator). The remainder of the book then looks at

"serve with" suggestions; desserts and gravies, marinades & sauces. There is even a brief primer

on grilling for those who may welcome this.As you begin to dig into the book and start browsing by

ingredient you are met by a plethora of different recipes, practical preparation and cooking

instructions, background information, personal memories and much more besides.
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